[Rehabilitation outcomes of a psychosomatic clinic integrating fully inpatient and partial hospitalization rehabilitation approaches: a comparison].
As publications from the domain of psychosomatic rehabilitation pertaining to the conceptual approaches and effects of partial-hospitalization rehabilitation have so far relied on very small case numbers, the effectiveness of partial-hospitalization rehabilitation was analysed in 318 patients in comparison to a large sample of rehabilitants who had participated in fully inpatient rehabilitation. No relevant differences were found among the groups studied in sociodemographic respects or range of diagnoses. The same was true concerning the level of complaints present at the onset of rehabilitation. Good rehabilitation outcomes were achieved in both groups, however, the effect sizes found for changes in depressiveness and indulgence to complaining ("Klagsamkeit") (GSI from the SCL-90) were lower in the partial-hospitalization group than in the patients in fully inpatient rehabilitation. Also, the relatively high share of partial-hospitalization patients discharged unable to return to work might be clinically significant. While our findings confirm the good results reported from other disciplines, they nevertheless are a reminder of the need for very careful selection of patients for partial-hospitalization rehabilitation, in order not to withhold "better" rehabilitation than could be provided on a partial-hospitalization basis from patients with special sociomedical problems. The best rehabilitation outcomes seem to be achieved by those patients who, towards the end of fully inpatient rehabilitation, were granted transition to the partial-hospitalization programme.